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I. INTRODUCTION 
The extensive use of computing machinery for the 
calculation of solutions of ordinary differential equations 
has effected considerable research in this area of mathe­
matics. The Runge-Kutta methods have been a rather common 
subject of these endeavors. However, a Runge-Kutta method 
having local accuracy of 0(hm), with h the stepsize and m 
a positive integer, requires at least m evaluations of the 
derivative to advance the approximate particular solution 
from one point to the next. Since these evaluations are 
generally the most time consuming part of the calculation of 
the approximate solutions, the use of a Runge-Kutta method 
over a long interval is usually avoided. 
The object of this dissertation is to present two 
numerical methods which are similar in concept to Runge-
Kutta methods, but which require less than m evaluations of 
the derivative to advance the approximate particular solution 
from one point to the next and yet achieve local accuracy of 
0(hm). This end is accomplished by making use of evaluations 
at the previous point of the particular solution, as well as 
at the current point. The exceptional case is that in which 
the stepsize is changed. Then, the number of derivative 
evaluations required is at most the order of the method. 
It should be noted that these pseudo Runge-Kutta methods are 
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not self-starting. However, rather well-known programming 
practices can be used to take advantage of the common 
calculations required by pseudo and classical Bunge-Kutta 
procedures. Thus this disadvantage is not so great as it 
might initially seem. 
A third order pseudo Runge-Kutta method was developed 
by Byrne []]. In a subsequent thesis, a fourth order pseudo 
Bunge-Kutta method for a single ordinary differential equation 
was developed by Mundt [13]. In neither of these works was 
there an attempt to extend the method to a system of first 
order ordinary differential equations, derive error bounds, 
prove convergence and consistency, calculate the principal 
part of the local truncation error, or provide means for 
varying the stepsize. Each of these subjects is discussed 
here. 
The initial value problem referred to in the sequel 
is given by the equations 
FiCx, y1 (x), y2(x), ..., ys(x)] 
for i =1, 2, ..., s, and 
dyi(x) 
—
~ = y? cx) = 
= Ri , 
for i - 1, 2, ..., s, and a is the initial point. Now, let 
y0(x) = x 
so that 
(1.1) y'(x) = F.[y (x), y (x), y (x), ..., y (x)] , 
1 10 12 s 
for i 0, 1, 2, ..., s, and 
(1.2) yi(a) = TLi » 
for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., s. Of course, 
yô<x) = i , 
y0(a) = a , 
and y\(a) = 1\i , for i = 1, 2, ..., s . 
For the sake of simplicity, the dependent variables will be 
written as 
y^ (x) , with i = 1, 2, ..., q . 
Here, q = s + 1 . 
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Further simplification is achieved by using vector notation. 
Thus, (1.1) and (1.2) can be rewritten as 
(1.3) y'(x) = F(y(x)) 
and 
(1.4) %(a) = .^ 
The following restrictions and results will be used throughout 
the sequel. Let I denote the finite, non-degenerate closed 
interval [a, b] on the real axis. Let and y(b) be interior 
points of the convex set S contained in E^ . Let £ be of 
class Cm+1 on S, where m denotes the order of the method 
under discussion. Let J |jr|  denote the Euclidean norm of the 
q-dimensional vector y. Then, if S = {g;|  |jr|  < « for x e 1} 
and if 
5F(y(x)) 
is bounded on S, for j =1, 2, ..., q, F satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition on S. Hence, for x in I, there is a unique bounded 
solution, Y(x), of (1.3) and (1.4) of class Cm+2. Therefore, 
Y(x) is uniformly continuous for x in I. Finally, let the 
compact subset U of S denote the range of the function Y 
having the domain I. 
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Since an ordinary differential equation of order n 
can be reduced to a system of n first order equations, little 
loss of generality arises from restricting the discussion to 
the initial value problem associated with a system of first 
order equations which may be linear or non-linear. 
The initial value problem is treated rather extensively 
in Coddington and Levinson [$]• However, the main sources 
used here are the writings of Antosiewicz and Bheinboldt [1] 
and Henrici [9]. 
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II. DERIVATION OF THE PSEUDO RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS 
Suppose that Y(xn-1) and Y(xn) are two known points 
through which the particular solution of an initial value 
problem passes. The abscissas xn and xn_i are assumed to be 
in the interval I. The length of the interval [xn_]_, xn] 
will be designated as hn_^  and will be called the stepsize. 
It will not be assumed that a constant stepsize is used. 
Consider the algorithm defined by the system of 
equations 
(2.1.D yiu )] , h jPWx» , 
(2.1.2) yïtx^ )] H hn_1Ftï(xn_1) + P1k0Cï(xn_1)]} , 
(2.1.3) k„[ï(x )] = h F{ï(x ) + (u -A)k [ï(x )] 
-2 - n-1 n-1 n-1 2 -o - n-1 
(2.1.4) k [Y(x )] 5 h P(Y(x )} , 
—n — n n— — n 
(2.1.5) k [Y(x )] = h F{Y(x ) + u.k [Y(x )]) , 
-1 — n n—— n l-o — n 
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(2.1.6) k [Y(x )] s h F{Y(x ) + (n -X)k [Y(x )] 
—2 — n n— — n 2 —o — n 
+ Xk1[ï(xn)]} , 
(2.1.7) K[Y(%)] * («okoCïK-l'l + «llilS^ n-l'] 
+ + 
+ SlJ£ltï(xn)] + e2k2[ï(Xn)]} , 
and 
(2.1.8) y(xn+1) - ï(xn) + K[ï(xn)] . 
Here, are free parameters. Moreover, X, aif and 
$1* i =0, 1, 2, are yet to be determined and are dependent 
upon |i^  and This method, called the fourth order method, 
is used to calculate jr(xn+^ ) which is an approximation of 
Y(xn+i), the exact solution at xn+i« The third order method 
can be given as 
(2.2.1) j^ CYtx^ )] * Vl^ Vl» ' 
(2.2.2) ki[Y(x^ i)] s h„-l£tï(Xn-l) + • 
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(2.2.3) koCY(xn)] = hnF{Y(xn)} , 
(2.2.4) k1[Y(xn)] b hnF{Y(xn) + Mk0[Y(xn)]} , 
(2.2.5) = CojEcC^ i)] + »1k1CY(xn_1)] 
+ P0k0CY(xn)] + eii£iCï(xn)]3 , 
and 
(2.2.6) £(xn+1) = Y(xn) + K[Y(xn)] . 
In (2.2), u is the single free parameter. The function 
K[Y(xn)] will be called the approximate change function. This 
notation is convenient, since K[Y(xn)] can be used for either 
the third or the fourth order method. The terms l(xn_i), hn, 
and hn_i do not appear in the argument of & for the sake of 
brevity. 
If 0nh = hn, then it is assumed that there are real 
numbers c and H such that 
(2.3.1) 0 < c < 6n < 1 , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 
and 
(2.3.2) 0 < h < H 
hold. That is, 
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(2.4) 0 < hn < H , n = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
In this light, h is the maximum stepsize used, while ch is 
the minimum stepsize used. Thus, 
n-1 
(2.5) x_ = a + h Z 
1=0 
and 
n-1 
(2.6) nch < x_ - a E h 2 6, < nh < nH 
n i=0 
are valid for n = 1, 2, 3, ... . It is understood that the 
point Y(x^ ) is to be obtained by a starting method in actual 
practice. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that if x e I, if x + H 
€ I, if G is the subset of S comprised of all vectors g(x) 
such that the first component of g(x) is x, for x e I, and 
if y(xn) e G, then K[Y(xn)] exists and is in class Cm+^  on G. 
The exact change function can now be given as 
(2.7) AXYtxJ] = Y(xn+1) - Y(xn), n = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
Thus, it is true that 
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(2.8) Y(x , ) - y(x ) = A[Y(x )] - K[Y(x )] . 
- n+1 - ii+l — - n — — n 
This quantity is called the truncation error and is denoted 
by 
(2.9) T[Y(x )] = A[Y(x )] - K[Y(x )] . 
— — n —— n — — n 
The process of deriving the pseudo Bunge-Kutta methods 
is lengthy and tedious. The derivations can be accomplished 
by expanding A[Y(x^ )] and K[Y(x^ )] in Taylor's series around 
Y(xn). The coefficients of like powers of h appearing in the 
expansion of K are equated to the corresponding terms appear­
ing in the series representing A. Further, it is required 
that the coefficients of corresponding derivatives be equal. 
The resulting system of equations is then solved to provide 
the expressions for X, a^ , and (3^ , i =0, 1, 2, which cause 
K to approximate A through terms of as high an order of h 
as possible. 
Since the third order method is a special case of 
the fourth order method, the derivation of the latter will 
be carried out first. Then, the results for the third order 
method will be given. 
If terms of O(h^ ) are temporarily omitted, then (2.7) 
can be written as 
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(2.10) A[Y(xn)] = S [e* h1 F(i-l)/iî] + ... . 
i=l 
Here = F_ and for i = 2, 3» 4, 5> F is the i-th 
ordinary derivative of £ with respect to x, regarding the 
components of X as functions of x. If the argument of a 
function is omitted, then the argument is to be assumed to be 
Y(xn). 
In the following, the formula 
(2.11) P[ï(xn) + h^ v] = F + + (l^ lh^ F.jpVjVp 
+ (1/6)1^ , 3pwVjVpvw 
+ <l/24>h£p,jpwt;xypvwvt + ... 
will be used. In this work, F,j is used to indicate the 
partial derivative of the vector valued function F with 
respect to the j-th component of Y, that is 
ÔF 
= 
•STJ * 
In general Yj will represent the j-th component Y, vj the j-th 
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component of v, etc. Some ambiguity might arise from the use 
of kj, j =0, 1, 2, as well as the notation now under discus­
sion. However, no k will be differentiated directly and an 
underlined term is to always be a vector. Thus, the ambigu­
ities should be few and easily resolved. Successive sub­
scripts following a comma will be used for the higher order 
partial derivatives. That is, 
-*1J = d2-
a*. 
and so on. To facilitate matters, repeated subscripts are 
used to denote summation. That is, 
q a? 
F, v = E - v. 
" j j j=i dij 3 
for F and v in E*k Thus, 
- F,jF. , 
F" = F, F F + F, F , F , 
-  - j m j m  -  j  j  m  m  
F" ' = F, F F F + 3F, F , F F 
— ~ jms j m s *" jm j s m s 
and 
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+ Z>i F i>ms F m F s  + £>jFj>mPm'sFs » 
Flv = F,. F.F F F + 6F,. P., F F F 
— - jmps j m p s — jrap j's m p s 
+ 4F, .F , F.F F + F, .F., F FF jm m'ps j p s —' j j'mps raps 
+ 3F,.F ,, P., P F + F,.F., F , FF 
- j m j p j s p s  - j j m m p s p s  
+ F, .F., F , F , F + 3F,. F,, F , F F 
- j j'm m'p p s s - jm j p m's p s 
can be obtained. Similar relations involving different 
notations are to be found in Willers [18], Henrici [9], and 
Bomanelli [15]• In this form, Fj,m denotes the partial 
derivative of the j-th component of F with respect to the 
m-th component of Y. Sometimes it is convenient to use a 
mixture of partial and ordinary differentiation, e.g. 
£'jWm = £>/j • 
The expansion of around Y(xn) will be done by 
putting each & in series form. Now, (2.1.4) becomes 
(2.12) ko[Y(xJ] = hnP . 
Next, (2.1.5) can be rewritten as 
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-1E-<X„)3 = hn£[2(xn) + Mlhn^ ] * 
At this stage, (2.11) can be applied to yield 
(2.13) i£a.CX(xn): -
+ (l/2)pfh3F,.mFjPm 
+ (l/2-t)u^ h5F,jmpsFJFpFmFs + • • • • 
The arguments on the right hand side are taken to be Y(xn). 
Finally, if ordinary derivatives are used (2.13) might be 
rewritten as 
(2.14) k1[Y(xn)] = hnF + P^ F' + (l/2)n2h3(£" . £,jPp 
+ (l/6)^ (p... . 3F,JpFpFj - F.jFV) 
+ . d/24)^ (F" - 6F,.pwF'FpFw 
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3F, F'F' - 4F, F F" - F, F" ' ) 
~  j p  j  p  —  t w t w  -  z  z  
+ 
Similarly, (2.1.6) can be written as 
k2CI<xn>] = hnF[ï(xn) + f(M2 - X>hF + Xhn[P 
+ W./j + <V2)M12h2F,jmPjFm 
if (2.13) is used. If (2.11) is now used, with the terras in 
{ 3 in the above equation equal to v, then 
(2.15) k9Cï(x)] = h F + |i„h^ F' + (1/2)|AV» 
"c •• n n— c n— <c ir— 
+ (l/6)ji3h^ F*'' + (l/24)(i4h5pi7 
2 n— 2 n~ 
+ (l/2)h3(2piX-u2)p^ p» 
+ (l/2)h^ (2u m X-m3)F, F'F 
n  1 2  2 - j p j p  
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+ (l/6)h4(3p2%-u3)F,jF]' 
- 
(1/2)hfejFj'mFi 
+ (l/8)h5(4n_2x2-p^ )F, F'F' 
n 1 & - jp j p 
+ (l/24)h5(12u2M X-V^ F,. F'*F 
n 1 2 - jp j p 
- i f? /?*  
+ (l/24)h5(4p3x-u%)F, .F!" 
n 1 c — j J 
- 
(1/2,hh3x£'/j'mpFmFp 
- 
(1/6)h^ £'jFj'mFm' + - * 
The k.[Y(x )], i = 0, 1, 2, must now be expanded around 
—i — n-1 
Y(xn). If the shift operator is used as in Hildebrand [10], 
the remaining steps will be less tedious. Let 
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EWCl(xn)] = Y(xn+W) , 
for w an integer. That is, 
E_1£Cï(xn)] = PCï(Xjl.i'3 • 
Hence, 
or 
(2.16) k [Y(x )] = h F - h2 P' + (l/2)h3 PM 
—o — n-1 n-1- n-1— n-1-
- (1/6)h^  .F'" + (l/24)h^  Fiv 
n-1— n-1— 
The expansion of k]_[Y(xn_^ )] can now be obtained in a manner 
similar to that used to evaluate k^ [Y(xn)]. The primary 
distinction lies in the frequent use of E~^ . Thus, the 
following equations sketch the execution of this computation. 
ki[Y(Vi)] - h Ï{ï(x } + )]} 
• 
+ 
"lhn-irIy 
18 
= h .{E^ F + lJLh E~^ F, .E-1F 
n-1 - 1 n-1 -.] ; 
+ (l/2)|i2h2 E~1F, ET^ -F.E^ F 
1 n-1 -'jp j ï 
+ (l/6)p3h3 E-3-F, . E-lp,E-lp E-1F 
1 n-1 — jpm j p m 
+ (l/24)uV E-1F,, E"1F E-1F E"1F E"1F } 
1 n-1 - jmps j m p s 
• • • * 
If the Taylor's series representation for E~^  is employed, 
the multiplications are carried out, and the formulas for 
the ordinary derivatives are used, then the equation might 
be written as 
(2.17) k.Cïlx^ )] = hn-1£ + 
+ (l/2)(n -l)2h3 F" 
1 n-1— 
+ (l/éH^ -lPh^ F'" 
+ (1/24) (u -1)V Flv 
n—l— 
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- <1/2)1^  (MvDh^ P.jpFpp 
- (l/6)^ 2.(Mi"3)hn„xP*jFj1 
- (V6)u2(Ul-3)(a1-l)h5.1F,JpF''Fp 
- (l/4)^ (u1-l)2h5.1F,.pmF'FpFm 
- 
(i/8)^ (4^ +2)hn-i£'jpp?; 
- (l/24)p2(M2-^ 1+6)h^ _1F,jF!,f + ... . 
Similarly, 
can be obtained. Now, (2.17) can be substituted into the last 
equation. Then, (2.11) can be applied to the result. The 
final step is the substitution of (2.16) into this result, 
20 
along with some rearrangement. Hence, 
(2.18) kgtïtx^ ,)] - Vl- + (M2"1)hn-l£' 
+ (1/2)(P2-1)^ _^ P" 
+ (l/6)(n,-l)Vf ,F"' 
c n-i— 
+ (l/24)(M2-l)4h^ _1Flv 
+ (l/2)(2M1X-p|)h3_1F,jFj 
+ (l/2)(2M1X-1i|)(M2-l)h^ 1F,jpFjFp 
+ (1/6) (-U^ +SU^ SUlX-éUlXlh^ F^, jF] ' 
+ (lA)(M2-D2(2l.1X-U2)h5.1F,jpinF;FpFm 
+ (l/6)(M2-l)C3MlX(|il-2) 
- M^ MrSlJhi^ jpFyPp 
21 
2 3 4 
+ (l/8)(-2u2+4niX+4u2-P2-8uiU2A 
+ ^ l2x2>hll£'jmF5Fi 
+ (1/24) (-^ +4h3-6M2+1W^ X-12M2X 
+ 12^»hn-l£.jpj" 
- (V2)Mlx4.1F,JFj,pF^  
- (l/2)M^ X(M1-l)h5.1F,.F.,mpF;Fm 
+ (l/2)M12X(l-M2)h5_1F,.mF/j,pF' 
' (l/6)^ X(p,-3)h5_,P,jF.,^ ' + ... . 
The substitution of (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.12), 
(2.14), and (2.15) in (2.1.7) leads to a system of algebraic 
equations, as described previously. Since these equations 
can be generally satisfied only through terms of O(h^ ), the 
higher order terms make up the truncation error. The system 
is given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. The system of algebraic equations for the fourth order method 
Coefficients in Term 
K 
en-l(aO+al+ot2} + en(p0+pl+p2) 9n 
9n-lC~cr0+(,Jl"1^ al + <M2-l)a2] + en^ MlPl+,J2,32^  6^ /2 h2£' 
en-1^ 0+(^ l-l)2al + + ^ l^ M 
6^ _lC-^ iai+( 2HiX-n2)a23 + 2H^ X-H2^  
6^ /3 (h3/2)£,f 
0 (h3/2)£fjP! 
N> 
N 
9n-lC-a0+(|Jl-l)3al + (M2-D3a2] + 8^ A (hVÉ)E'" 
(Mil—I )cc^  (2|j^ X—H2) (jig—1)a23 o (hV2)Z,jmPjP^  
+ 9^
-M^ 1+y2(2M1x-p2)623 
23 
E &, (D 
E4 
• •r-3 
fa 
N 
<o 
• E 
T? 
N 
CM 
N 
> 
"fel 
vr\ 
S 
fa 
• E 
% 
f-, 
N 
XO 
U^  
,ti 
% (x* 
• •O 
*ï 
•r-3 
* 
fal 
< ir» 
<1 
vr> 
v>fl 
<D 
CM 
C 
•H 
03 
1 
•H 
o 
•H 
<H 
a 
o 
o 
CM 
eo. 
•=}• Oj 
3. 
+ 
m 
I 
<N 
a. 
CM CM 
a. 
CM 
«I 
1—1 H 1 CM m i—I i—i 
ti -d- H a CM 
a ti CM CM »< 
Zt ti rH CM CM 
m <D a a. 
+ m i 
r< + i—i • r< iH rH 
a. m H m a XO CM 1 CM CM 1 i—i ti CM ai <— 
mcM CM 
-d- a CM 3. <n r\cM 1 iH a rH 
r< r\cM 1 + i 1 CM H a CM r< CM 3. i a rH CM H a. 
m r< N-«» ti a. » 
-—' CM H CM x—s r~\ 
a. oa + H ~ '  + 
+ m r< 1 CM 
<—• CM H rH rH ? H H + a. ti a ti d r—! -d- ti -d- rH CM 
*—s CDL CD X-» ŒL 
en m H 1—1 m -d- H H 1 a. 1 1 i a. 1 
rH i rH i—i i H 
a. u CM jl 3L i—i ti a 
-d- ti ti —' CM H d> r< + CM H CD CM H 
a. CM H O a a. i + a. ti i + i i—i rH i i i i 
rH 1 H rH rH 1 
-d" ti 1 1 
ti -d" ti <6 *Ati CD 1 (D db cb 
Table 2.1. (Continued) 
Coefficients in Terra 
K 
+ * ^(2^ x-m2)P2] 
+ {'H-l-^ X (M-^ X- 2(J2+1) (hV8)E,jmF!F* 
- ^ 2 (M2- M^2*2) }ll2] * -H2^  ^2^  
®n-lt"tJl'Ml"1>Ml+6'al + f"u2^ 2"'4u2+6' + 'tu-^x(u^ -3u1+3) )a2] 0 (h'"/24)E,jFj" 
en[-,Jlsl+(4Ml*--u2)e23 
en-lMl>-^ 1"|Jl'<I2 "" enulx^ 2 0 (h5/2)E,jPJ.mpF;Pm 
e5.i^ x(i-u2)a2 - e^ 2x B2 o (h5/2)E,3mPrpF'Fm 
Table 2.1. (Continued) 
K 
Coefficients Term 
" 
en»lXP; o (h5/6)p, P., F* * J J P P 
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The equations involving terras through h^  can now be solved by 
elimination to yield 
,2.19.1, x - M2(M1.»2)(3e^ 8A.1+<1) 
< ^ + 2 ) "  ( 3 9 ^ 9  A - 1 + W n - 1 >  1  '  
(2.19.2) h '^ Vn-l^ -l'-^ V^n-X-l' 
(2.19.3) So -
(2.19.4) £ ^ = . 9^ x , 
(2.19.5) 9%_i%2 = " enS2 ' 
(2.19.6) e*_1ao = e^ f-d/lt) + C<3M^ -3M1+l)ei 
+ (3H2"3u2+1)p233 > 
and 
(2.19.7) e0 = [1 - + [(Wl'3-1]^ ! + *2h 
This system leads to the restrictions 
27 
f  0 , |i2 f  0 , f  |i2 > 
and 
(302 + 50 9 + 462 ) 
f n n n-1 n-1 
3(02 + 20 0 + 202 ,) 
n n n-1 n-1 
These restrictions on the so-called free parameters will be 
tacitly assumed in the sequel. The systems (2.1) and (2.19), 
along with the restrictions on the stepsize and on ^  and Ug, 
describe the fourth order method. 
The substitution of (2.19) into Table 2.1 and the 
appropriate use of these results in (2.9) lead to the following 
equation for the truncation error. 
e4h5 
OT
-
>I 
• It'""-'"-»"-; 
+ Vn-X-l» " 
+ n2) (3@n+%9n-l'''^ n-l) " 3^ 2 
+ W2)(en+2«n9n-l+29n-l)] + CM|ii+u2) 
* 3]Oe2+56n6n.l+It9n-l' + 3(1-4%) (8^  
28 
+ 26A-1 + 28n-l>3] I 
IV 
+ 10 ["(0 -0 ){(2u2.m m +2|i2)(3e2 
L  n  n - 1  1 1 2  2  n  
+ Vn-l^ n.!1 * V2 W(a£ 
+ 29n8n-l+26n-l'l + 
+ 59A-1+<1> " 2%y2<9n+26A-l 
+ 26n.l'] ï-jpT'p + 30 
- 
+ 26n-lH(3»2 + 5»A.i 
+ Wn-1> " *2(6n+26A-l 
+ 2tl»] E'jmpF?mFp + ^  [*l(en 
+ 20 0 + 202 ) - (302+50 0 
n n-1 n-1 n n n-1 
+ «n-lK39n+5enVl+Wn-l>2 
+ f(Wl,(3>Jl+6^ 2+6»*2) 
+ 128n-l<Kl+M2'3<6n+29n9n-l+26n-l)(3en 
+ 5enen-l+Wn-l' + f-9MiM2(u1+M2) (9n 
- 6^ ) - 36M1M2en.1!(82+29n9n.1 
+ 29n-l)2] E'jmPjFm + 5 [f«n"9n-lH(-^  
+ M^ z+U^ oe^ se^ ,,.^ 2.!) - 3^ 2(#1 
+ a2)(8n+2en6n„1+2ea.1)3 + 2(2H2-Wi)(3@n 
+ 5V.-A1 - l2Ml^ 2(8n+28n9n-l 
+ 26n-l>] E'jFj" + 10"l(3#«%Vl 
+ (0n~6n_]_ )+^ n_]_ÎH» jFj,rapFmFp 
+ 3tM6n-'W+9n-l3E> jmPrpFPPm 
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+ 'fm(en-e I l .i)+38n .1}E, jPj >mPi* ] } 
Here, V is some vector with a norm of at most unity. B 
—il 
denotes the supremum of the norm of the sum of the terms 
involving h^  for e I, n = 1, 2, ... . 
The derivation of the third order method is now 
virtually trivial. A system corresponding to that in Table 
2.1 can be formed from Table 2.1 by using a very simple set 
of rules. Copy all of the entries in that table through 
terms of 0(h^ ) setting all terms having a subscript 2 to 
zero in the process. Lastly, let = |i. The resulting 
system is given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. The system of algebraic equations for the third 
order method 
Coefficients in Term 
K A 
*n-l(oO+al) + 9n hE 
en-lC'ct0+'|i"1'al] + 6nM el 9r/2 h2£' 
+ @3/3 (h3/2)£" 
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Table 2.2. (Continued) 
K 
Coefficients in Term 
The solutions for this system are 
(2.20.1) |51 = 26n 39n"1 
-*n-l^ \ - en^ 2@l 0 (h3/2)/£,jPj 
ellC-«0+(n-1)3Oi3 + 4/4 (hV3.,)£,,t 
-e^in^n-Dai-e^3?! o (hW^Fj 
'
6n-l^ 2('a-3)a1-e^ 3p1 0 (h4/6)£, jPJ' 
6m(9n + 8%_i) 
(2.20.2) @3_2^ 1 = -®n*l ' 
— • 
and 
(2.20.4) e0 = C'Wl'2"1"! + 
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= t9n-iC6p(8n-|'9n-i)-2V38n.1]+2u9n(V29n.1)3 
6\i82 (e +e ) 
n-1 n n-1 
The sole restriction for the parameter n is that it "be non­
zero. 
Finally, the equation 
(2.21) l[ï(xn)] = !£_ [(Oe^ n.^ ) + 2[9n.1(M2-3u+l) 
72 
2u(29 +39_ ,) 
+ [.en-(M-3)Vl]E,.Pr5] + I^ Eh5 
can be readily obtained. Here, the norm of is at most 
one and H is taken to be the least upper bound of the norm 
of the terms involving for ^  e I, n = 1, 2, 3, ... . 
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III. CONSISTENCY AND CONVERGENCE 
If a method for the numerical solution of the initial 
value problem is to prove satisfactory, it must satisfy 
certain conditions. The first of these is that the method 
be consistent with the initial value problem, which was given 
in the first chapter. In that which follows, let Y^  denote 
•""21 
the exact solution of the initial value problem at the point 
n 
x„ = a + £ h< , contained in I. 
i=0 
Definition A pseudo Runge-Kutta method is said to be 
consistent with the initial value problem if and only if 
Lim [K(Y )]/hn = F(Y ) , x el. 
h-»0 n n n 
The remarks, definition and theorem on consistency 
are similar to those of Antosiewicz and Rheinboldt [1], 
Crane [6], and Henrici [9]. 
Theorem 3*1: Under the conditions imposed in Chapter I, the 
pseudo Runge-Kutta methods are consistent with the initial 
value problem. 
Proof: The change function, K(Y^ ), for either method can be 
written as 
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K(Y ) = h [F(Y ) + (h /2)F'(Y ) + ... + 0(h™)] 
— —n n — —n n — —n n 
Here, Taylor's formula has been used. Moreover, m denotes the 
order of the two point method defined by j£. That is, m = 3 or 
m = k. The desired result is obtained after the division of 
both sides of the above equation by h% and the calculation 
of the limit of the quotient as hn tends to zero. 
The second requirement for a good numerical technique 
is that it be convergent. It is now convenient to let 
denote the sequence of approximate solutions of the initial 
value problem at the set of points {xn} in I. The elements 
of the sequence are defined by the equations 
(3.1) £n+l = 2a + £(In' ' Z. ln G' n = 1, 2, ... 
and 
(3.2) r - n . 
—o — 
Here, as well as below, a q-dimensional vector will be 
said to belong to the set G if and only if the first 
component of g^  is equal to xn, xn e I, and g% e S. The 
following definition is similar to that of the majority of 
authors in this field. 
Definition 3.2: A numerical method for solving the initial 
value problem is said to be convergent if and only if 
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Lim y = Y(x) 
h —> 0 
xn = x 
for arbitrary x on I and arbitrary IL* 
In order to prove that the pseudo Runge-Kutta methods 
converge, it will first be necessary to evaluate 
- K(%(x^ ) ) I ( for the distinct points *%(x^ ) and ^ (xn) along 
with the distinct points )^ and all of which 
are in G. 
Suppose that 
sup||F,.(y)|| < L for y e G, j = 1, 2, ..., q . 
— j — o — 
Then, for the third order method, 
K(*l(xn)) - K(jr(xn)) = {c=0[k0(,y(xn_1)) 
- KoWXn.i))] 
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+ »0Cj£o(<ï(*n)> 
" k,(y(xn))]+eiCk1(«y(xn)) 
- i£i<l(xn))]} . 
Consequently, the mean value theorem of differential calculus 
can be applied to yield 
K.(^ (xn))-Ki<y(xn)) = 
+ alFi,j(i21)|:<yj(xn-l)-lrj,xn-l) 
" yp(xn-l >1: l+Wi, j 1C'y j (V 
- y3 (xn) ( j (t5i ) [«ys (x^ -yj (x^  
+ tJhrxPj,p(i4j)(%<xn)-yp(xn))33 • 
with the understanding that t , u = 1, 2, 4, 5, are the 
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appropriate mean value points associated with the v-th 
component of F, a. The bound on ||F,.(^ )|| suggests that j j *"* J 
(3-3) l|K( ,2.(xn))-K( jr(xn))|| < hL0[||^r(xn.1) 
|»l|(l+|w|HLg)) 
+ ll«y(xn)-£(xn)||{|p0| 
+ |p1|(l+|y|HL0))] . 
The relations 
0 < c < en < 1 , c a constant , 
Qnh = hn , and 0 < h < H , Ha constant 
have been used and were discussed in Chapter II. 
The similar inequality for the fourth order method is 
<3.« l|K[*2.(xn)] .  K[jr(xn)]|| < M.0[||* jr(xn_1) 
* y(*n-l>l|{|<*ol 
38 
+ laj.1 (l+lml HX.0)+|a2 |  Cl 
+ |U2-X|HL0+|X|HL0(I 
+ |n1|HLo)]}+||«ï(xn) 
- l<xn)|I{|Pol+|Bl|(1 
+ Ih1 |M'0)+Ip2II:I+Im2-X|HLO 
+ |x|HL0(l+|Ul|HL0)]}3 . 
Recall that cu and P,, j =0, ..., ra-2 depend upon 
the choice of stepsize and the values assigned to the free 
parameter m in the case of the third order method or Mi and 
M2 in the case of the fourth order method. However, in the 
second chapter, it was assumed that the parameters for the 
fourth order method satisfied the following 
M i  f  0  ,  m 2  ?  0  >  M i  f  M 2  and 
mi t  
3®n + 5«nVl + «Ll 
O ? 
+ oû o + \ 
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The free parameter u, which appears in the third order 
method, need only be non-zero. If n, m, and M 2 satisfy 
these requisites and are bounded, then these conditions, 
along with those imposed on the stepsize, cause cy and 
to be bounded for j = 0, ..., m-2, and all steps, that is 
n = 1, 2, ... . The proof of the following theorem is now 
rather elementary. 
Theorem 3.2: If ||K[*y(xn)] - K[y(xn)]|| is as described 
above, then 
I |K[4fy(xn)]-K[y(xn)]|  < h[| |*y(xn)-y(xn)| |Nm 
+ I I ""y <xn-i)-y (xn_x ) 111^ ] , 
where Nm and are non-negative constants associated with 
the two point method of order m, m = 3» 4. 
Proof: Let and Nm be the least upper bounds of the 
coefficients of ||*£(xn_i) - y(xn-i)|| and | |*y(xn) - y(xn)|f, 
respectively, in (3.3) or (3.4) for n = 1, 2, ... . The 
convergence of the third and fourth order two point methods 
can be demonstrated by making use of the preceding theorem. 
Theorem 3*3: Suppose that the following relations hold. 
(3-5) en — n ~ 1 * 2, ..., P; 
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(3.6) (xn-a)/h < P < (xn-a)/ch , xn e I ; 
3^-7) HeJI = zn , n = 0, 1, 2, .., P ; 
(3.8) ||T(Y^ )|| < hm+1E , ^  e U , 
m is the order of the method, and E > 0 is a constant; 
(3.9) max[z0, z]_] < hrL , r > 1 and L > 0 is a constant. 
(3.10) G = {gjJ ® S and first component of gn is xn) . 
As before, Xn denotes the exact solution of the initial value 
problem which satisfies 
(3.11) Yp+i = Yn + A(Yn) , n = 0, 1, 2, P-l and 
Y c U , j = 0, 1, 2, P. The elements yn of the sequence j — 
{Zn? are-defined by 
(3*12) yn+1 = y^  + K(yn) , n = 1, 2, P-l and y e G , 
j = 0, 1, 2, ..., P. The elements y^  and y^  are the approximate 
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values provided by the starting method. Under the above 
assumptions the preceding theorem holds and the two point 
method of order m is uniformly convergent. 
Proof: Upon the subtraction of (3.12) from (3.11) and the 
sub s t i t u t i o n  o f  ( 3 * 5 ) 1  
Vl * 4. + 
• + sv - , 
n = 1, 2, ..., P-l, can be obtained. The triangle inequality 
can now be used along with (3*7) and the identity T(Y^ ) = 
MY,) - K(ïn) to yield 
Vl - z„+ I l£<2n> * Eyil + ll£(ïn)ll -
The application of Theorem 3*2, with Y^  = ^ (x^ ) and ^  
X.(*n)> and (3.8) leads to 
Vl " zn S h(V„ + V.-11 + ht,+lE ' 
n - 1, 2, ..., P-l. Hence, it follows that 
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Vun+1-zn) = Zj - ZI < hV(V„+Vo-l' + (j-l)hm+1E 
5 + PEhm+1 
' 
<? — 21 3, « «, P. Thus, if (3*9) is used, 
(3.13) Zj < hfJ^ (VMm)zn5 + PEhm+1 + Lhr 
holds for j = 2, 3, P. 
The allegation that 
(3.14) z .  <  (PEhm+1+Lhr) Cl+h(Nm+I1m) ]J 
is valid for j = 0, 1, according to (3.9). Suppose it is 
valid for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., w-1. Then (3.13) can be applied 
and 
zw < h{V(Nm+Mm)Zj3 + PEhm+1 + Lhr < h{(PEhm+1+Lhr)(Nm 
43 
+ fIm)V[l+h(Nm+Mm)]') + PEhm+1 + Lhr 
The formula for the calculation of the sum of a geometric 
series can now be used to obtain 
Z„ < h[(PEhmn+Lhr)(H„•%) {1 C1 h(1<m "m>3 } + PEhm+1 + Lhr 
-h(Nra+Mm) 
or 
z < (PEhm+1+Lhr)[l+h(N +M )]w . 
w mm 
Therefore, it has been established that (3.14) is valid for 
j = 0, 1, 2, ..., P. 
Recall that 
ci+htvfy] < exp[h<yiy] 
Moreover, the relations 
x^ -a n-1 
0 < ch < —- = (h/n) £ 8i < h < H 
n i=0 
hold. Thus, 
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m+l p rX -a n 
zn < (PEh +Lh )exp [_•• .n(Nm+Mm)J 
or 
(3.15) z < (PEhm+l+Lhr)exp ÏJlI(N+Mjl 
n L c m ra j 
is valid for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., P. 
Since r > 1 by hypothesis and since 
xn-a b-a b-a 
—— < —— , so that Ph < » 
c - c ' - c 
then 
Lira z = Lim | |ej | = Lira | |ïn-yn|  = 0 
h-*0 h-fO h-»0 - -
holds. Finally 
Lim llïn-Znll = I I2k)-Znl I = 0 
x=x -- h-^o 
h^ O 
for any x e I and arbitrary JL , which was to be shown. 
It should be noted that the proof of the last 
theorem is found in Henrici's [9] work on linear difference 
methods. In addition, it should be amply clear that the 
approach of this chapter does bear semblance to that used by 
Hildebrand [10]. 
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ERROR BOUNDS AND ESTIMATES 
The inequalities of the preceding chapter do suggest 
bounds for the error of a two point method. However, in actu­
al practice, the equality 
ïn+1 = In + Bin* • 11 = 1' 2* 
will seldom be satisfied, unless it is to be understood that 
yn includes any round-off error incurred during the calcula­
tions on a digital computer. 
Suppose that the sequence is such that 
, 4
'
2 )  I n +1 =  £ n  +  £ ( ïn '  *  h S + l f t  în»  n  =  l '  2 '  •  
where Q, > 0, s > 0, | |£n| I < 1, £n is in s» and %% is in Ie 
Let the truncation error T(Y^ ) satisfy the inequality 
sup |(T(Y )|I < hra+1E . 
n=l,2,...,P n 
I n  *  U 
s m 
Thus, zn+1-zn < h[N^ +M^ z^ _i+h Q+h E] . 
Once again, let P be the greatest integer part of (b-a)/ch , 
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hrL = raax[zQ,z1] , L > 0 , 
and r > m+1 hold. Use of the procedure in the proof of the 
theorem on convergence leads to the inequality 
z < {P(hm+1B+hs+1Q)+Lhr)exp[(x -a)(N+I4 )/c] , 
n n mm 
for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., P . This expression can be rewritten as 
(4.3) zn < {[Lhr+(b-a)(hn,E+hsQ)/c]exp[(xn-a)(Nra+Mm)/c]J, 
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., P. Note that the error is bounded even 
though (4.1) is only approximately satisfied. In fact, if 
s > 1, the method is still convergent. 
The following theorem has been established. 
Theorem 4.1: Let 
sup ||T(Y )|I = E hm+1 , 
In e U 
n=l,2,...,P 
where m denotes the order of the method and P is at most 
equal to the greatest integer part of (b-a)/ch. Let the 
sequence of vectors be defined by (4.2). Let 
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where L > 0 and r > ra+1. Then 
zn < {[Lhr+(b-a)(hmE+hsQ)/c]exp[(xn-a)(N^ +M^ /c]} , 
n = 0, 1, 2, P. Here, z^  = | lln-^ l I • 
In fact, the restriction on r could be weakened to 
r > 1. However, in actual practice the starting procedure 
should be at least as accurate as the method with which it is 
used. Thus, the weakened condition would be of little 
practical use. 
Now, suppose t = min[r,m,s], so that 
(4.4) zn < hHtexp[(xn-a) (N^ +îO/c] , 
for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., P. Here, 
LHr"t + (b-a)(Hm"tE+Hs"t)/c = W . 
Further simplification can be achieved by rewriting the 
inequality as 
(4.5) zn < Vh\ for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., P and 
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V = Wexp[(b-a)(Nm+Mm)/c] . 
Even though the foregoing error bounds are relatively 
simple in form and perhaps convenient to use, they are so 
pessimistic that they do not describe the error well. To 
detect the conservatism of these inequalities, one only needs 
to note that in (4.5) the worst case is considered. In (4.3) 
and (4.4), the bound on the norm of the error is always 
increasing as n increases. Moreover, the result of Theorem 
3» 2 is hardly a vivid description of K(Y^ )-K(^ ), since norms 
were used quite frequently in the calculation of that result. 
A more useful description of the actual error can be 
obtained by approximating the error rather than estimating it. 
The analysis given here is based upon that which can be found 
in sections 3*3-6 and 5*3-5 of Henrici [9]. However, the 
pseudo Runge-Kutta methods are neither one-step methods nor 
linear multistep methods. That is, since the pseudo Runge-
Kutta methods require the use of derivatives evaluated at 
previous points, then they are not one-step methods. On 
the other hand, k^ (Y^ ) and k^ (2n_^ ) are reckoned at points 
which are partly determined by F(Y ) and F(Y n), respectively. 
— —n * —n—x 
Therefore, the pseudo Runge-Kutta methods are not linear 
multistep methods. So, Henrici's analyses must be altered 
somewhat. 
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Let G denote the previously defined subset of S. 
Suppose that for some positive number H, K[g(x)] e Cm+1 
for g(x) e G and x + h e I for 0 < h < H. Note that m is 
used to denote the order of the method described by K. In 
addition, suppose that 
(k
-
6) 4i+l = + + hS+lftln' £n « g, n = 1, 2, 
... , holds where Q, > 0 and s > m+1 are constants and 
11 jrn|  < 1. It will also be assumed that max{ | |^L -y^ 11, 
I13 < hrL, L > 0, r > m+1 are constants. 
The restriction on s is simply the requirement that 
the local round-off error be less significant than the lower 
order part of T(Y^ ), the truncation error. According to the 
definition of T(Y^ ), it is possible to write 
(4.7) Y = Y + A(Y ) = Y + K(Y ) + T(Y ) , 
~n+l m n ~n —n n 
Y e U ,  n = l ,  2, . . . .  
—n 7 
For clarity, T(Y^ ) can be written as 
(4.8) T(Y ) = hm+1e r(Y ) + hm+2S , 
n n n —n 
where hm+^ 0 F(Y ) designates the lower order part of T(Y ), 
n~ —n n 
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n  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . R  >  0  i s  a  f i n i t e  c o n s t a n t ,  a n d  1 1 I  <  1 .  
The prime in this instance is used only for distinction. 
These relations do hold, since U is a compact subset of S 
and since e Cm+2 on S. Let 
(H-.9) e(xn) = ïn - in . 
The subtraction of (4.6) from (4.7) and the use of (4.8) and 
(4.9) lead to 
(if.io) e(xn+1) = e(xn) + + enh^rt^) 
+ hm+2B^  - hs+1i^  . 
In order to acquire an evaluation of e(xn+^ )» (4.5) can be 
applied. In this instance, t = m because m = min(r,s,m). 
Thus, ||e(x )|| < Vhm, with V a positive constant. 
The next part of this procedure simply involves the 
writing of K(xn) in the form 
m—2 
.2 [aiki(y%_i) + Piki(yn)] , 
which is the same as 
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ra—2 
Each & can now be expanded in a Taylor's series around the 
point Y%. The second terra of such an expansion will be of 
the form hyF,j[Yv+pk0(Yv)+qk1(Yv)]ej(xv), v = n, n-1. If 
P = q = 0, no further manipulation of this function is 
required. If p or q is non-zero, then the above function is 
to be expanded in a Taylor's series around the point Yy. The 
result is 
tt.ll) K(£n) = 3o{alC-i J (4-l)e j (xn-l'] 
+ W*i<l„>-hnE'j(in)ej(xn)]3 
+ h2m+1A f + hm+2B V" . 
—n -n 
with n = 1, 2, ... ; | |jM ' 11, ||jT"|| < l. Once again, 
the primes merely denote distinction. In setting down (4.11), 
it was assumed that the norm of the sum of the terras of the 
form jvejev or h2£,jFj,vey is bounded by h2m+1A or hm+2B, 
respectively. 
Now, (4.11) can be substituted into (4.10) to show 
that 
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r-m-2 
(4.12) e(xn+1) = e(xn) + h j^ -n-l^ ®j^ n-1^  
+ Wj(*n)ej(xn» + Wïn'l 
- hS+lQ, • + hm+2% ^ » + h2m+lA * ' • 
—n —n —n 
+ h0+2B . 
—n 
At this stage, let 
Fu,j(Yy) = Juj(xy) ; u,j = 1, 2, ..., q; v = n, n-1, 
Further, let h me(xn) = e* . if the last equation for fi(xn+i) 
is divided "by hm and if the matrix J and the variable e* are 
employed, then 
r r a - 2  
(4-13) £5+1 = 2n + h L1Eo(6n-lCli'J(xn-l)^ -l 
WW + V'ïn'] 
+ tivh2(R + Hrn'"1A + B - Hs~in"1Q) . 
—n 
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Again, 1I | < 1 and the superscript is used for distinction. 
The reason for the restriction previously imposed upon s is 
fairly apparent. If s were less than m+1, round-off would 
contaminate and it would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to make use of the variable stepsize to estimate and control 
the £*+1 while actually in the process of solving an initial 
value problem on a digital computer. 
It is possible to write 
m—2 m—2 
«nltïn) " «n-lKln' : =1 + Z -i-o i-u 
However, 
= I(In-l> + lnClh 
with I|P,j(Y)Kj(Y)|| < Cxh , Y e U, Cx > 0 and constant, 
and | | < 1. Th, 
revision of (4.I3). 
11 I 1 ese results lead to the following 
m—2 
m— 2 
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+ h2C t* , n = 1, 2, ... . 
—n 
In this formula, G is the sum of and the scalar part of 
the term of 0(h2) in (4.13). 
The same equation would hold, through terms of 9(h), 
if the method 
m-2 m—2 
En+1 -n ht6n-l-n-l iJQai + 6n2-n ^ i^* 
were used to solve the initial value problem. 
(4.15.1) JL [e»(x)] = J(x)e*(x) + P(Y^ ) , 
and 
(4.15.2) e*(a) = 0 . 
The method described above is certainly a linear multistep 
method. But it can also be construed to be a degenerate 
version of the pseudo Runge-Kutta methods with 
k (Z ) = h F(Z ) , 
-o -n-l n-1 n-1 
k (Z ) = h F( Z  )  ,  
—o —n — —n 
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and 
m-2 
It can be readily verified that for this technique, 
&(&) - £'2„) = hCSn-enlF^ ) + h[(e2/2)F'(2^ ) 
r\ m-2 
In general, the terra in brackets will be non-zero, unless 
&n = en-l* Thus far, no such assumption has been made and it 
will not be made now. The degenerate technique is then of 
the first order. 
According to hypothesis, 
Ile*! I = 0(h) I lâ*l I = 0(h) , 
for r = m+1. If r > m+1, the exponent of h would be m+l-r. 
In either case, the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are met by 
(4.14), with the possible exception that ||e*(a)-e*|| and 
f|e*(a+H)-£*|| may be of the same order of h as ||e*(xn)-
6*|| for n = 2, 3, ... . However, it was previously noted 
that Theorem 4.1 is valid even if r = m > 1. The substitution 
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of the appropriate bounds and constants, appearing in (4.14), 
into (4.2) eventually leads to 
I !e*(x„>-e£l 1 - V h • * * °> 1. 2 p. 
P the greatest integer part of The following has been 
proved to hold. 
Theorem 4.2: Under the above hypotheses, 
with 
e* = e*(x ) + •*hV. , 
—n — n — 1 
rn < i, 
V1 - {[L+(xn-a)(E+Q)/c]exp[(b-a)(N+M)/c] , 
m—2 
K = max ' 
-
(2n' - S*(xn+iJ " ' 
F(2 ) - J(x )e*(x ) , 
— —n n — n 
m— 2 m—2 
N = I r ajL , H 3 | ï Pi|L0 
1=0 1=0 
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L Q  = max | |F ,  .(z) 11 , 
xel J 
0<jSl 
and Q, the coefficient of h2J[* in (4.14). 
Thus, a means for calculating an approximation for 
the error of a numerical technique while solving the initial 
value problem has been provided. These calculations would 
break down if the round-off error were comparable with the 
truncation error. 
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V. TRUNCATION ERROR 
One of the more intriguing aspects of the pseudo 
Runge-Kutta methods is that of error reduction through the 
appropriate choice of the one or two free parameters. Suppose 
that |i or and n2 could be chosen so that (4.11) would become 
That is, suppose that r(Y^ ) = 0, as a result of the 
appropriate choice of and Hg or |i. The effect would 
obviously be to increase the local accuracy of the method 
by an order of h, provided the (m+l)st order method satisfies 
(4.2) for the same value of s. With no knowledge of the 
derivatives of the exact solution of the initial value 
problem, it is not generally possible to set P equal to the 
null vector. To verify this, one only needs to set the 
coefficient of each derivative in P equal to zero. In the 
case of the third order method, a system of equations can be 
obtained from (2.21) and is 
(3V40n-l' + 2[sn.1(u2-3n+D-ann2] = 0 , 
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[M@n-Ga-l(u-l)] ~ ° » 
and 
U@n - (u-3)@n_i = 0 • 
Clearly, these equations can not be satisfied simultaneously 
for arbitrary values of 9n and §n-1. It can also be readily 
verified that the lower order part of the truncation error 
for the fourth order method can not be equated to the null 
vector, generally. 
On the other hand, if the derivatives of the exact 
solution of the initial value problem are known, then 
K^ ) might be set equal to the null vector. 
Some tabulations are given here for the third order 
method, using constant stepsize and assuming F to be 
explicitly dependent on x and assuming xn to be exact. In 
each of the tables, the data were obtained on an IBM 7070 
using a Fortran program. The sole exception is the data in 
Table 5*1 appearing under |i = .00022. These were calculated 
on Iowa State's Cyclone computer and were rounded off to 
eight places. Not all of the data are recorded in the 
following tables. However, in each break, indicated by a 
vertical series of periods, no radical change in the error 
took place. It should also be noted that the exact solutions 
were computed on the IBM 7070 and that the fourth order Runge-
Kutta method was used to start the pseudo Runge-Kutta methods. 
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For the third order method, y' = 3x2/y, y(2) = 4, 
and hjj = .1, P(Y^ ) = 0 if m = -.4. Thus, according to earlier 
remarks, values obtained using this choice of the free param­
eter should be comparable to those obtained by the fourth 
order Runge-Kutta method. The data are given in Table 5.1. 
Similarly, for the problem y* = exp(x), y(0) = 1, 
and hn = .05, F(Yn) = 0 for m = «8. The calculations for 
this problem are exhibited in Table 5*2. 
For a typical initial value problem, the reduction 
of the truncation error would be impossible, since the 
derivatives appearing in P would be unknown or quite 
difficult to compute. Nonetheless, for fixed stepsize, the 
coefficients are greatly simplified. Presumably, the user 
would not be changing stepsize upon the completion of each 
step. Thus, it would be possible to select \i or and 
so that at least one coefficient of a derivative in (2.21) 
or (2.20), respectively, would be zero whenever fixed step-
size is used. Such an instance is illustrated by the values 
listed under m = .8 in Table 5»1« This particular value for 
|i will always cause the coefficient of F111 to vanish, 
provided that ©n = 9n_^ . Similarly, it can be shown that 
the coefficient of Fiv, appearing in T for the fourth order 
method and given in (2.20), will be identically zero whenever 
V-2 = (31-40^ )/(40-50^ ). No results are given here for this 
choice of parameters. 
Table 5*1» A comparison of the third order P R-K, fourth order R-K, and the 
exact solution of y' = 3x2/y, y(2) = 4, and fixed stepsize 
x Third order P R-K Exact 4th order 
U = .8 p =.00022 n = -.4 R-K 
2.0 4.0000000 
2.1 4.3037193 4.3037193 
2.2 4.6147527 4.6147573 4.6147590 4.6147589 4.6147589 
2.3 4.9329393 4.9329482 4.9329506 4.9329504 4.9329504 
2.4 5.2581213 5.2581325 5.2581368 5.2581365 5.2581365 
2.5 5.5901513 5.5901652 5.5901702 5.5901699 5.5901698 
2.6 5.9288907 5.9289072 5.9289125 5.9289122 5.9289120 
2.7 6.2742091 6.2742275 6.2742333 6.2742330 6.2742328 
2.8 6.6259835 6.6260034 6.6260096 6.6260093 6.6260091 
2.9 6.9840973 6.9841185 6.9841251 6.9841248 6.9841246 
3.0 7.3^ 84403 7.3484627 7.3484695 7.3484692 7.3484689 
3.1 7.7189077 7.7189306 7.7189380 7.7189377 7.7189374 
5-9 20.267126 20.267166 20.267157 20.267165 20.267156 
6.0 20.784570 20.784610 20.784601 20.784609 20.784600 
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Table 5.2. A comparison of the third order P R-K, fourth 
order B-K, and the exact solution of y1 = exp(x), 
y(0) = 1, and fixed stepsize 
x Third order P B-K Exact 4th order 
U= .00022 u = .8 B-K 
0.00 1.00000000 
0.05 (I.O5127IO) (I.0512710) 1.0512711 1.0512710 
0.10 1.1051725 1.1051708 1.1051709 I.1051708 
0.15 1.1618353 1.1618341 1.1618342 1.1618341 
0.20 1.2214034 1.2214026 1.2214028 1.2214026 
0.25 1.2840170 1.2840252 1.2840254 1.2840252 
0.30 1.3498465 1.3498585 1.3498588 1.3498585 
0.35 1.4190548 1.4190672 1.4190675 1.4190672 
0.40 1.4918237 1.4918243 1.4918247 1.4918243 
0.45 1.5682971 1.5683117 1.5683122 1.5683117 
0.50 1.6487024 1.6487207 1.6487213 1.6487207 
0.55 1.7332364 1.7332524 1.7332530 
• 
1.7332524 
3.00 20.085116 20.085528 
• 
20.085537 20.085529 
3.05 21.115040 21.115335 21.115344 21.115336 
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It is interesting to observe that if 4 or 2^ 
could be chosen so that the m th order method becomes an 
(m+1)st order method, then the accumulated error can also be 
reduced, according to Theorem 4.1. 
In summary, it is possible to select n or ^  and H2 
so that at least one of the coefficients of the derivatives 
appearing in the lower order part of the truncation error 
for either the third or fourth order method, respectively, 
will vanish whenever fixed stepsize is used. It should be 
clear that if the stepsize were to be altered frequently 
by some fixed amount, say 0n = Y6n_^ , then a reduction of 
the truncation error term could be achieved whenever 9n = 
Y6n-1-
In Tables 5 * 3  and 5»^  approximate solutions obtained 
by the fourth order method are presented. As it was mentioned 
earlier, the values of and pg used in these tables had 
no known significant effect on the truncation error terra. 
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Table 5» 3» Some results obtained by the fourth order 
P R-K with y' = 3x2/y, y(2) = 4 
x M2 ~ - i^ ~ •! I^ i - -^ 2 = • 1 
2.0 (4.0000000) (4.0000000) 
2.1 (4.3037193) (4.3037193) 
2.2 4.6147588 4.6147591 
2.3 4.9329504 4.9329505 
2.4 5.2581359 5.2581364 
2.5 5.5901695 5-5901695 
2.6 5.9289115 5.9289118 
2.7 6.2742323 6.2742325 
2.8 6.6260081 6.6260086 
2.9 6.9841237 6.9841245 
3.0 7.3484681 7.3484684 
3.1 7.7189366 7.7189369 
5.9 20.267135 20.267135 
6.0 20.784577 20.784579 
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Table 5*4. Some results obtained by the fourth order P H-K 
method with fixed stepsize and y' = exp(x), 
y(0) = 1, |i2 = -Ml = .1 or |i]_ = -H2 = • 1 
x 
.00 (1.0000000) 
.05 (1.0512710) 
.10 1.1051706 
.15 1.1618337 
.20 1.2214021 
.25 1.2840245 
.30 1.3498576 
•35 1.4190661 
.40 1.4918230 
.45 I.5683IO3 
.50 1.6487192 
• 55 1.7332506 
3.00 20.085493 
3.05 21.115300 
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VI. SUGGESTIONS FOB FUTURE WORK 
Computations performed in conjunction with the data 
given in Tables 5*1 and j.2 indicate that if n is chosen so 
that r(xn,Yn) = 0, then the accuracy of the third order 
method compares rather well with that of Blum's modification 
of the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The method developed 
by Blum [2] is similar to that of Gill [8] in that each 
attempts to correct for round-off error. Since no special 
effort was made to adjust the results to account for round­
off error, it would be interesting to develop a modification 
of the methods given here which would reduce the round-off 
error. 
A technique for picking n or |i^  and ng the outset 
of a computing run would also be useful. The usefulness 
would be even greater if the coefficient of the derivative 
dominating r(Y^ ) could always be eliminated. 
Analyses of stability have previously been made by 
Van Wyk [17] and the author. Unfortunately, these studies 
are not addressed to systems of ordinary differential equa­
tions. Thus, this should prove to be an interesting area of 
research. 
A simple method for adjusting stepsize or, perhaps, 
stepsize and n or and M2» in order to keep the local error 
within prescribed bounds, would certainly be worthwhile. 
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Even though it is more mundane, the computation and 
analysis of solutions of additional problems is essential and 
should, possibly, precede any other work. Such problems 
should include systems of ordinary differential equations 
requiring changes in the stepsize. 
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